aesthetic appeal
Designed by Studio 7.5 in Berlin, Germany,
the Mirra chair eloquently expresses its function
and coordinates with a variety of environments.
The molded polymer back comes in 8 colors, the
suspension seat in 10, and the base and frame in 2.
Colors can be mixed or matched to fit the interior
and image.
Studio 7.5

L

earth friendly
The Mirra chair helps Herman Miller reach its goal
of sustainable design. It’s made of a minimal
number of parts and is easily disassembled for
recycling. Mirra chairs are 96 percent recyclable,
with 42 percent recycled content.

®

Mirra Chairs
Balanced ride, flexible fit

Mirra chair

Mirra chair with upholstered back option

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, the Mirra chair is durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement of our confidence
in its quality, Mirra is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty–a straightforward promise that we stand behind that quality 100 percent.
The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and includes labor on all warranty work.

easy optionssm capability
Our versatile, flexible products give people real choices. If they need something extra, we can do that, too, from modifying existing products
to developing new ones. For more information on our Easy Options capability, please visit www. HermanMiller.com/easyoptions.
For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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® L, Mirra, and PostureFit are among the registered trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.
™ AirWeave, FlexFront, Harmonic, and TriFlex are among the trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.
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performance that
breaks the mold
In a world of same-old work chairs,
Mirra is a breath of fresh air.
With its natural performance,
flexible fit, and inventive look, Mirra
delivers superior performance for
any office task. Its passive
ergonomic features automatically
Aerated, flexible comfort
User-controlled seat depth
adjust to a person’s size, posture,
and movement. A few active
total back support, automatically
controls fine-tune the fit and feel.
Mirra’s one-piece, TriFlex backrest is pliable and elastic to support the sitter’s entire
back. Its geometric shapes and spine construction create flex zones in the upper,
Check out the innovations: the
lumbar, and sacral areas to conform to anyone’s size, posture, and movements. No
™
responsive TriFlex backrest and
manual adjustment is needed. Plus, the camber contour at the base of the backrest
forms a passive PostureFit that helps the pelvis maintain a forward tilt for proper
AireWeave™ seat-suspension
spinal alignment. The backrest also lets air through so sitters keep their cool.
™
material, FlexFront adjustable
seat depth, Harmonic™ tilt,
a balanced ride, naturally
and more. They all work together
With the Harmonic tilt, pivot points are at the user’s hip, knee, and ankle for easy,
natural motion. The backrest and seat move in proper relation for correct support
in a fresh-looking, practical,
in all seated positions. Advanced spring technology lets the user feel equal support
supportive, and very comfortable
while moving anywhere in the wide, 26-degree tilt range. The sitter is always
balanced and in control.
work chair.

Easy-to-use adjustments

®

Fitting the sitter and task

Color choices

Caster options
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